ersistence: I accept the challenge of difficult or long-term problems, and I push myself to reach my goa
Dimensions

Awareness

nd my own strengths and
s, and am willing to try to
mprove upon both.

nscientiousness

ly do thorough and careful
work.

hrough & Resilience

my work. When I fall off the
rse, I get back up.

Meeting

Developing

I accept challenges independently.

I accept challenges with guidance.

I independently identify why something is
challenging.

I identify why something is challenging
with guidance.

I reflect on and understand my own
strengths and weaknesses.

I reflect on my strengths and weaknesses
with support.

I practice regularly and see it as a part of
getting good at something.

I practice sometimes, but setbacks impact
my work negatively.

I use several strategies and sometimes
create my own.

I am open to being given a strategy, but
rarely apply my own.

I have few strategies, or the
have do not work

I care about doing my best work. I
complete what is asked of me and take
pride in what I do.

I care about some of the work I am doing.
I do what is asked of me and begin to
engage meaningfully.

I care minimally about and th
doing. I complete tasks to ge

I see mistakes as temporary setbacks and
growth opportunities.

I see mistakes as temporary setbacks but
not growth opportunities.

I see mistakes as failures and
cannot do somethin

I seek out feedback and criticism so I can
improve my work.
I revise my work. Revisions result in
measurable improvement.

Growth

tted to the ongoing quest of
elf-improvement.

I accept feedback and criticism and
sometimes use it to improve.
I sometimes revise my work with limited
improvement.

I would rather try and risk failure than not
try at all.

I sometimes try with minimal support. I
sometimes take risks.

I use what I learn to continue growing.

I connect what I learn to my life (with
support).

I have demonstrated improvement in at
least one instance of a long-term struggle
or goal.

I have demonstrated some improvement in
one instance of a long-term struggle or
goal.

Entering

I acknowledge struggling
pointed out by othe

I sometimes or rarely accep
figure out why something is

I rarely/never reflect on my s
weaknesses.

I rarely practice skills, and av
can.

I avoid or rarely use critic
feedback to improve my

I rarely revise my work, or r
not result in improvem

I rarely try or do not risk le
comfort zone.

I rarely connect what I learn

I have demonstrated litt
improvement in one instanc
term struggle or go

